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Abstract With the rapid growth of data and computational needs, distributed systems and computational Grids are gaining more and more attention. The huge amount of computations a Grid can fulfill in a specific amount of time cannot be performed by the best supercomputers. However, Grid performance can still be improved by making sure all the resources available in the Grid are utilized optimally using a good load balancing algorithm. This research proposes two new distributed swarm intelligence inspired load balancing algorithms. One algorithm is based on ant colony optimization and the other algorithm is based on particle swarm optimization. A simulation of the proposed approaches using a Grid simulation toolkit (GridSim) is conducted. The performance of the algorithms are evaluated using several performance criteria (e.g. makespan and load balancing level). A comparison of our proposed approaches with a classical approach called State Broadcast Algorithm and two random approaches is provided. Experimental results show the proposed algorithms can perform very well in a Grid environment. Especially the use of particle swarm optimization, can yield better performance results in many scenarios than the ant colony approach.
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1 Introduction

The computational speed of individual computers has increased by about one million times in the past fifty years. However, they are still not fast enough for more and ever more scientific problems. For example, in a few physics applications, data is produced in large quantities. The analysis of this data would need much more computational power than presently available when run on supercomputers. Therefore, in the mid 1990s Ian Foster and Carl Kesselman proposed a distributed
computing infrastructure for advanced science and engineering, which they called the Grid. The vision behind the Grid is to supply computing and data resources over the Internet seamlessly, transparently and dynamically when needed, such as the power grid supplies electricity to end users.

The resource management system is the central component of a Grid system. Its basic responsibilities are to accept requests from users, match user requests to available resources for which the user has permission to use and schedule the matched resources [23]. To be able to fully benefit from such Grid systems, resource management and scheduling are key Grid services, where issues of task allocation and load balancing represent a common challenge for most Grids [41]. In a computational Grid, at a given time, the task is to allocate the user defined jobs efficiently both by meeting the deadlines and making use of all the available resources [21].

Grid systems are classified into two categories: compute and data Grids. In compute Grids the main resource that is being managed by the resource management system is compute cycles (i.e. processors), while in data Grids the focus is to manage data distributed over geographical locations. The architecture and the services provided by the resource management system are affected by the type of Grid system it is deployed in. Resources which are to be managed could be hardware (computation cycle, network bandwidth and data stores) or software resources (applications) [23].

In traditional computing systems, resource management is a well-studied problem. Resource managers such as batch schedulers, workflow engines, and operating systems exist for many computing environments. These resource management systems are designed to work under the assumption that they have complete control of a resource and thus can implement the mechanisms and policies needed for the effective use of that resource. Unfortunately, this assumption does not apply to the Grid. When dealing with the Grid we must develop methods for managing Grid resources across separately administered domains, with the resource heterogeneity, loss of absolute control, and inevitable differences in policy that is the result of heterogeneity. The underlying Grid resource set is typically heterogeneous [19].

The term “load balancing” refers to the technique that tries to distribute work load between several computers, network links, CPUs, hard drives, or other resources, in order to get optimal resource utilization, throughput, or response. The load balancing mechanism aims to equally spread the load on each computing node, maximizing their utilization and minimizing the total task execution time. In order to achieve these goals, the load balancing mechanism should be “fair” in distributing the load across the computing nodes; by being fair we mean that the difference between the “heaviest-loaded” node and the “lightest-loaded” node should be minimized [33].

Load balancing has always been an issue since the emergence of distributed systems. In a distributed system there might be scenarios in which a task waits for a service at the queue of one resource, while at the same time another resource which is capable of serving the task is idle. The purpose of a load balancing algorithm is to prevent these scenarios as much as possible [28].

For parallel applications, load balancing attempts to distribute the computational load across multiple processors or machines as evenly as possible with the objective to improve performance. Generally, a load balancing scheme consists of three phases: information collection, decision making and data migration. Dur-
ing the *information collection* phase, the load balancer gathers the information of the distribution of workload and the state of computing environment and detects whether there is a load imbalance. The *decision making* phase focuses on calculating an optimal data distribution, while the *data migration* phase transfers the excess amount of workload from one overloaded processor to another underloaded one [27].

Load balancing algorithms can be classified into sub categories from various perspectives. They can be divided into *static*, *dynamic* or *adaptive* algorithms. In *static* algorithms, the decisions related to balancing the load are made at compile time. This means, these decisions are made when resource requirements are estimated [44]. On the other hand, a load balancer with *dynamic* load balancing allocates/re-allocates resources at runtime and uses the system-state information to make its decisions. *Adaptive* load balancing algorithms are a special class of *dynamic* algorithms. They adapt their activities by dynamically changing their parameters, or even their policies, to suit the changing system state [37].

Furthermore, methods used in load balancing can be divided into three classes, i.e., *centralized*, *distributed* (decentralized) and *hierarchical* [23]. In a *centralized* approach, all jobs are submitted to a single scheduler. This single scheduler is responsible for scheduling the jobs on the available resources. Since all the scheduling information is available at once, the scheduling decisions are optimal but this approach is not very scalable in a Grid system [23]. As the size of the Grid increases, keeping all the information about the state of all the resources is a bottleneck. Therefore, scalability is an issue in centralized approaches in addition to the single point of failure problem.

In a *decentralized* model there is no central scheduler and scheduling is done by the resource requesters and owners independently. This approach is scalable, distributed in nature, and suits Grid systems well. But individual schedulers should cooperate with each other in scheduling decisions and the schedule generated may not be the optimal schedule. This category of load balancing is perfect for peer-to-peer architectures and dynamic environments. Based on whether or not schedulers cooperate with each other, decentralized approaches can be further classified as *cooperative* or *non-cooperative* [23].

In a *hierarchical* model, the schedulers are organized in a hierarchy. High level resource entities are scheduled at higher levels and lower level smaller sub-entities are scheduled at lower levels of the scheduler hierarchy. This model is a combination of the above two models [23].

Each of these classes has its advantages and disadvantages according to a number of factors, e.g., the size of a system, dynamic behavior, etc. [46]. However, all centralized approaches have the following common disadvantages:

1. A central scheduler (load balancer) needs current knowledge about the entire state of the system at each point in time. This makes it scale poorly with the growth in the size of the system.
2. Failure of the scheduler results in failure of the whole system, while in a distributed approach only some of the work is lost.
3. Distributed schedulers are much more dynamic and flexible to changes than centralized approaches, because they do not need the state of the system at each step in order to perform their job.
There has been a great effort in recent years in developing distributed load balancing algorithms, while trying to minimize all the communication needs resulting from the distributed nature. In this research, we have focused on designing distributed load balancing algorithms with the inspiration from swarm intelligence.

Swarm intelligence approaches are increasingly being used to solve optimization problems. They have proven themselves to be good candidates in these areas. The notion of complex collective behavior emerging from the behavior of many relatively simple units, and the interactions between them, is fundamental to the field of swarm intelligence. The understanding of such systems offers new ideas in creating artificial systems which are controlled by such emergent collective behavior; in particular, the exploitation of this concept might lead to completely new approaches for the management of distributed systems, such as load balancing in Grids [36].

As swarm intelligence techniques have proved to be useful in optimization problems they are good candidates for load balancing, where the aim is to minimize the load difference between the heaviest and lightest node. The benefit of these techniques stems from their capability in searching large search spaces, which arise in many combinatorial optimization problems, very efficiently [40]. Load balancing is known to be NP-complete when aiming to solve the problem using a single processor, therefore the use of heuristics is definitely necessary in order to cope in practice with this difficulty [21].

This research proposes, implements and compares two new approaches for distributed load balancing inspired by Ant-Colony and Particle Swarm Optimization [29]. There are several objectives a good load balancer should address such as fairness, robustness and distribution; a detailed description of each is provided in Section 3. These requirements are addressed with the design of our algorithms. In the Ant-Colony approach each job submitted to the Grid invokes an ant and the ant searches through the network to find the best node to deliver the job to. Ants leave information related to the nodes they have seen as pheromone in each node which helps other ants to find lighter resources more easily. In the particle swarm approach, each node in the network is considered to be a particle and tries to optimize its load locally by sending or receiving jobs to and from its neighbors. This process being done locally for each node, results in a move toward the global optima in the overall network.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 is dedicated to related work. Load balancing algorithms are classified into two categories, centralized and decentralized, and related work in each area is summarized. The requirements for the design of the distributed load balancing algorithms and the benefits are discussed in Section 3. It is followed by an introduction to Ant Colony Optimization and Particle Swarm Optimization, and the proposed approaches which are described in detail. Section 4 focuses on the setup of the simulation and the experimental results. Performance criteria and environmental settings are introduced in this section, and a thorough comparison of the performance of the algorithms with other classical approaches is provided. Finally, Section 5 and 6 are dedicated to conclusion and future work.
2 Related Work

As load balancing can be classified into two classes, namely centralized and decentralized approaches, this section will provide an account of related work in both categories. Furthermore, the possibility of another approach, which is referred to as job migration, is also discussed.

2.1 Centralized Load Balancing Approaches

We first review some classical approaches in the area of centralized load balancing. Since classical approaches have not satisfied all the requirements of the large computational needs, new approaches evolved. We investigate two common approaches in the area of load balancing related to this research, which are agent-based and swarm intelligence approaches.

2.1.1 Classical Approaches

Classical approaches in centralized load balancing have been around since the emergence of networks. The following approaches have been proposed.

Random approach is the simplest load balancing approach which assigns tasks to resources in a random fashion regardless of the task properties or resource abilities [18].

In the Round-Robin scheme the tasks are assigned to resources on a rotating basis. Obviously, the characteristics of tasks or resources is not an issue while scheduling [18].

MET (Minimum Execution Time) assigns each task to the resource which performs the task in the least amount of execution time regardless of whether this resource is available or not at that particular time [18].

MCT (Minimum Completion Time) assigns each task to the resource which obtains the earliest completion time for that task. This causes some tasks to be assigned to resources that do not have minimum execution time. Regarding complexity, if we have \(m\) number of machines, then it takes \(O(m)\) time to map a given task to resources [18].

The Min-Min method finds the execution time of each task on each resource available, then it chooses the smallest completion time of the task-resource assignment. It updates the completion times after such assignment and repeats the scenario until all tasks are assigned. If we have \(m\) number of machines and \(s\) number of tasks this heuristic takes \(O(s^2m)\) time to complete [18].

Max-Min is very similar to Min-Min, except that it assigns a task with the maximum expected completion time to the corresponding resource. Thus, it takes \(O(s^2m)\) time as well [18].

The rationale behind Suffrage is that a task should be assigned to a certain host and if it does not go to that host, it will “suffer” the most; meaning that the task should be scheduled with a higher priority. For each task, its suffrage value is defined as the difference between its best MCT and its second-best MCT and tasks with high suffrage values take precedence [11].
2.1.2 Agent-Based Approaches

Cao et al. in [5], have addressed Grid load balancing using a combination of intelligent agents and multi-agent approaches. At the global Grid level, each agent is a high-level representative of a Grid resource and acts as a service provider of high performance computing power. Agents are organized into a logical hierarchy by different role assignments. There are three roles in the system: Broker, Coordinator and Agent. They cooperate with each other to discover available Grid resources for tasks using a peer-to-peer mechanism for service advertisement and discovery. The hierarchical model can help when issues of scalability arise. When the number of agents increases, the hierarchy can help in processing many activities in a local domain and does not have to rely on some central agents. Still their architecture of agents incorporates a central agent which coordinates the hierarchy at the highest level.

In [8], an agent-based load balancing algorithm is proposed and is applied to drug discovery and design. Its architecture is hybrid and the algorithm performs well in meeting QoS (Quality of Service) requirements and utilizing idle computational resources dynamically. However, as there is a global information repository, which maintains the global information of all the resources in the Grid, the same problem as in all centralized approaches exist. There is a single point of failure which leads to critical problems in the event the central part fails.

Another agent-based load balancing model is introduced in [10]. This is a credit-based load balancing model. It works according to two policies: selection policy and location policy. In the selection phase, it decides which task should be migrated because of overloaded machines, and in the location phase it is decided where it should be sent to. This mechanism not only works for load balancing in clusters and networks, but can also be applied in balancing agents with different properties in a multi-agent system. In their approach, each agent has a credit and the decision upon which agent will be migrated or will remain untouched is dependent on its credit. Each agent’s credit changes in accordance with the behaviour of the agent system and its interactions. There is a central host which is a decision maker to decide whether there is a need for an agent to migrate and the central host is also the commander for selection and location policies.

Cao et al. [6], proposes an agent-based load balancing approach in which an agent-based Grid management infrastructure is coupled with a performance-driven task scheduler that has been developed for local Grid load balancing. This work addresses the problem of load balancing in a global Grid environment. A genetic algorithm-based scheduler has been developed for fine grained load balancing at the local level (such as a multiprocessor or a cluster of workstations). This is then coupled with an agent-based mechanism that is applied to balance the load at a higher level (Grid level). Agents cooperate with each other to balance workload in the global Grid environment using service advertisement and discovery mechanisms [6]. In this research, the scalability is an issue of great importance as a genetic algorithm approach is used in the local level load balancing part and this may result in a bottleneck of the system.
2.1.3 Evolutionary Computing Approaches

Subrata et al. [41], have used Genetic Algorithms [31] and Tabu search [20] for performing centralized load balancing simulations. Both of these techniques are evolutionary search techniques to find solutions to optimization and search problems. These techniques used are inspired from evolutionary biology and apply features such as inheritance, mutation, selection, and crossover. The authors propose a centralized scheduler in which a typical assignment of tasks to the resources is considered a solution, and Genetic Algorithms and Tabu search are used to search in the search space and improve the solution. They have proved that the two techniques work better compared to classical algorithms such as Min-min, Max-min and Suffrage in terms of time makespan, which is the total completion time for all tasks. Each of these three algorithms selects a job from a set of tasks, calculates its completion time on each existing processor and assigns it to a resource iteratively. Each algorithm differs in the way they choose a task from the set. The Min-min algorithm chooses a task with the minimum completion time in the set. In Max-min, the task with the maximum completion time is chosen first. In suffrage, a metric is defined as suffrage and is used to choose the task. In their implementation, suffrage is defined as the difference between the first minimum completion time, and second best minimum completion time, and the task with the highest suffrage is chosen.

Literature using particle swarm optimization for load balancing is less rich compared to other approaches such as Ant-Colony load balancing. One application of particle swarm optimization in job scheduling is provided in [1], where a fuzzy-based particle swarm optimization approach is proposed. They create a fuzzy membership matrix representation of the job scheduling problem out of the existing jobs and resources. Each element in the matrix defines the degree of membership of the specific job to a specific resource. By using particle swarm optimization, the fitness of such a matrix is improved. The representations of the position and velocity of the particles in the conventional particle swarm optimization is extended from the real vectors to fuzzy matrices using the membership matrix. The position matrix indicates a fuzzy potential scheduling solution. Since the approach is a central approach and does not take the arrival of new jobs in peer-to-peer like architectures into account, further investigations for such environments need to be done.

Another use of particle swarm optimization in Grid task scheduling is investigated in [9]. The mechanism is that they produce a task resource assignment graph out of each task scheduling scheme, and therefore, it can be considered as a graph optimal selection problem. Then, a particle swarm algorithm is applied to find the optimal solution in this graph. The longest path of the task-resource assignment graph is considered as the fitness value and it encodes every task-resource assignment as a particle. However, this approach needs the information about the resources and tasks available, and does not address the dynamic nature of the environment.

Salman et al. [34], have tackled the problem to solve the task assignment problem with particle swarm optimization, where they try to find the best mapping between tasks and resources. Each mapping of tasks to resources is considered as a particle. These particles fly over the search space to find the global solution. They compare their approach with a genetic algorithm solution over a number of
randomly generated mapping problem instances, and show that particle swarm optimization can perform better than a genetic algorithm in most test cases.

2.2 Decentralized Load Balancing Approaches

Research in the area of distributed load balancing is diverse. Many researchers have used Ant colony for routing and load balancing. In this section, we provide an overview of some of the work in this area.

2.2.1 Classical Approaches

There are several classical approaches in the area of load balancing which have been around since the emergence of networks.

In sender-initiated algorithms, load distributing activity is initiated by an overloaded node (sender) trying to send a task to an underloaded node (receiver) [37].

In receiver-initiated algorithms, load distributing activity is initiated from an underloaded node (receiver), which tries to get a task from an overloaded node (sender) [37].

A stable symmetrically initiated adaptive algorithm uses the information gathered during polling (instead of discarding it, as the previous algorithms do) to classify the nodes in the system as sender/overloaded, receiver/underloaded, or OK (nodes having manageable load). The information about the state of the nodes is maintained at each node by a data structure composed of a senders list, a receivers list, and an OK list. These lists are maintained using an efficient scheme and list-manipulative actions, such as moving a node from one list to another or determining to which list a node belongs. These actions impose a small and constant overhead, irrespective of the number of nodes in the system. Consequently, this algorithm scales well to large distributed systems [37].

In the State Broadcast Algorithm (STB) the information policy is based on status broadcast messages. Whenever the state of a node changes, because of the arrival or departure of a task, the node broadcasts a status message that describes its new state. This information policy enables each node to hold its own updated copy of the System State Vector (SSV) and guarantees that all the copies are identical.

While the information policy of the previous algorithm is based on broadcast messages, the information policy of the Poll when Idle Algorithm (PID) is based on polling. The node starts to poll a subset of the system nodes whenever it enters an idle state.

2.2.2 Ant Colony Optimization Approaches

Ant colony optimization has been widely used in both routing and load balancing [25]. Ant Colony Optimization (ACO) is considered a subset of social insect system approaches. The main idea underlying this approach is the indirect communication ability of ants by depositing pheromone trails, which is then used by other ants.

One of the research which is very similar to the ant colony algorithm we propose in this paper is the Messor system [30]. Montresor et al. have used an ant colony approach to develop a framework called Anthill, which provides an environment
for designing and implementing peer-to-peer systems. They have developed Messor as a distributed load balancing application based on Anthill and have performed simulations to show how well Messor works. In the algorithm, the authors propose ants that can be in one of the two states: Search-Max or Search-Min. In the Search-Max state the ants try to find an overloaded node in the network and in the Search-Min state they search for underloaded nodes. Finally, the ants switch jobs between overloaded and underloaded nodes and hence achieve the balancing of the load. However, the authors have not addressed the problem of topology changes in the network and do not provide evidence to show how good their approach is in comparison to other distributed load balancing approaches.

In [4], a very similar approach to Messor is provided. In this work agent-based self-organization is proposed to perform complementary load balancing for batch jobs with no explicit execution deadlines. In particular, an ant-like self-organizing mechanism is introduced and is shown to be able to yield good results in achieving overall Grid load balancing through a collection of very simple local interactions. Ant like agents move through the network to find the most overloaded and underloaded nodes, but the difference to previous research is they only search $2m + 1$ steps before making a decision and try to balance the load. Different performance optimization strategies are carried out, however, they do not compare their results with other distributed load balancing strategies.

Salehi et al. [32], have done similar research to [30] and [4] with some small modifications. They present an ecosystem of intelligent, autonomous and cooperative ants. The ants in this environment can reproduce offsprings when they realize that the system is unbalanced. They may also commit suicide when the equilibrium in the environment is reached. The ants wander $m$ steps instead of $2m + 1$ and they balance $k$ overloaded nodes and $k$ underloaded nodes instead of one at a time. A new concept called Ant level load balancing is presented for improving the performance of the mechanism. When the ants meet each other at the same node they exchange the information they carry with them and continue on their way.

Sim et al. [39] [25], present a Multiple Ant Colony Optimization (MACO) for load balancing circuit-switched networks. In MACO more than one colony of ants are used to search for optimal paths and each colony of ants deposits a different type of pheromone represented by a different colour. MACO optimizes the performance of a congested network by routing calls via several alternative paths to prevent possible congestion along an optimal path.

Another related and similar research to the ant colony approach we propose in this paper is done by Al-Dahoud et al. [2]. In their research, each node sends a coloured colony through the network; this approach helps in preventing ants of the same nest from following the same route, and hence, enforcing them to be distributed all over the nodes in the network. However, the authors’ experimental results are confined to a small number of nodes and all the jobs have the same properties.

Martin Heusee et al. [22], have used multi-agent systems which have some similarity to ants to solve the problem of routing and load balancing in dynamic communication networks. They have proposed two kinds of routing agents depending on when the distance vector update occurs. The update can be performed while agents are finding their way to their destination (forward routing) or when they backtrack their way back to their source (backward routing).
Other similar research which benefits from the Ant colony’s approach mostly focus on load balancing in routing problems [35] and [25]. In [25], the research provides a survey of four different routing algorithms: ABC, Ant-Net, ASGA. ABC is an Ant-Based Control system. A network with a typical distribution of calls between nodes is simulated, and nodes with an excess of traffic can become congested and can cause calls to be lost. Using the ants concept, the ants move randomly between nodes, selecting a path at each intermediate node based on the distribution of simulated pheromones at each node. As they move, they deposit simulated pheromones as a function of their distance from their source node, and the congestion encountered on their way [35]. In AntNet, they have applied ideas of the ant colony paradigm to solve the routing problem in datagram networks. Ants collect information about the congestion status of the followed paths and leave this information locally in the nodes. On the way back from the destination to the source, the local visiting table of each visited nodes are modified accordingly [7]. ASGA integrates ant colony systems with genetic algorithms. Each agent in the ASGA system encodes two parameters - the sensitivity to link and sensitivity to pheromone parameters. Each agent in the population has to solve the problem using an ant system and each agent has a fitness according to the solution found [43].

2.3 Job Migration

Some researchers have considered job migration (migration of partly executed jobs) in their load balancing algorithms. However, job migration is not very beneficial in practice and some research studies have tried to investigate this ([16] [45] [26]). It involves collecting all system states (e.g. virtual Memory image, process control blocks, unread I/O buffer, data pointers, timers etc.) of the job which is large and complex. Several studies have shown that [41]:

- Job migration is often difficult to achieve in practice.
- The operation is generally expensive in most systems.
- There are no significant benefits of such a mechanism over those offered by non-migratory counterparts.
- There are very rare cases in which job migration can provide slight improvements. These conditions usually have high variability in both job service demands and the workload generation process [16].

We are not considering job migration for our proposed approaches.

2.4 Summary

As most of the classical approaches are based on centralized load balancing and this category is mostly used in many standard toolkits like Globus; there are efforts to develop robust decentralized approaches to benefit from their advantages. The review of related literature reveals that there are not as many decentralized approaches as there are centralized ones. On the other hand, existing decentralized approaches, which are mostly based on Ant colonies, are not accompanied with various performance measures to state how they perform in different scenarios.
and situations. Still, decentralized approaches in the Grid infrastructure are fewer in number than approaches designed for networks and peer-to-peer systems. In this research, we introduce two new load balancing algorithms, one based on Ant colony optimization and the other based on particle swarm optimization. The Ant Colony approach is similar to some approaches we reviewed in this section, while the particle swarm approach is a completely new design. We will investigate, amongst other measures, in particular their performance in different scenarios to gain a good understanding of their responsiveness.

3 Approaches

3.1 Requirements

In designing each load balancing algorithm several important characteristics should be kept in mind. A list of these requirements is provided here:

- **Optimum resource utilization.** A load balancing algorithm should optimize the utilization of resources by optimizing time or cost related to these resources. Since the Grid environment provides a dynamic search space, this optimality is inevitably a partial optimality of the performance.
- **Fairness.** A load balancing algorithm is said to be fair, meaning that the difference between the heaviest loaded node and lightest loaded node in the network is minimized, keeping in mind that the search space is dynamic. The load is defined by the number of jobs assigned to each resource relative to its computational power.
- **Flexibility.** It means that as the topology of the network or the Grid changes, the algorithm should be flexible enough to adhere to the changes in the network.
- **Robustness.** Robustness refers to the fact that when failures in the system occur the algorithm should have a way to deal with the failure and be able to cope with the situation, not to break down because of a failure; on the contrary, the algorithm should be able to deal with it.
- **Distribution.** Distribution for managing resources and running the load balancing algorithm has the benefit of leaving out the single point of failure which centralized approaches are affected by.
- **Simplicity.** By simplicity we try to point out both the size of single software units which are being transferred among resources in the Grid, and also the overhead that these units bring to resources in order to make load balancing decisions. The size of software units are important as they take up bandwidth when they want to transfer themselves between resources. Since their units are being executed in Grid nodes, there is a preference to keep necessary computations as simple as possible.

In this research, we are suggesting a new approach for applying Ant colony optimization to the problem of load balancing. In the previous approaches, ants act independently from jobs being submitted while in our approach there is a close binding between jobs and load balancing ants. On the other hand, particle swarm has not been used for distributed load balancing in the Grid before and we are proposing a new way to design our load balancing algorithms.
3.2 Ant Colony Optimization

In the early 1990s, Ant Colony Optimization (ACO) [12] [14] [15] was introduced by Dorigo and colleagues as a novel nature-inspired meta-heuristic for solving hard Combinatorial Optimization (CO) problems [13]. ACO takes its inspiration from the foraging behavior of real ants. Ants use a signalling communication system based on the deposition of pheromone over the path they follow, marking their trail. Pheromone is a hormone produced by ants that establishes a sort of indirect communication among them. Basically, an individual ant moves at random, but when it finds a pheromone trail, there is a high probability that this ant will decide to follow this trail.

Individual ants have a very basic and unsophisticated behaviour. Acting as a collective, however, ants manage to perform a variety of complicated tasks with great reliability and consistency [36]. One of the well-known and classical examples of the ants being able to do complicated tasks is finding the shortest path between the nest and food source. Ants do this by leaving pheromone on their trails and the fact that other ants are sensitive towards the paths that have more pheromone accumulated on them. The ant’s actions are based on local decisions and are usually unpredictable. The intelligent behavior naturally emerges as a consequence of the self-organization and indirect communication between the ants. This is usually called Emergent Behavior or Emergent Intelligence.

Besides the ability of indirect communication via leaving pheromone on their paths, ants are capable of other complex behaviours without having any intelligence incorporated in them. One of the ability of ants is to cluster objects (like dead corpses) in their nests.

Taking the idea of leaving trails to guide other ants and the idea to cluster objects provides us with enough information about an ant’s behaviour. We introduce our proposed algorithm (AntZ) in Section 3.4 based on this information.

3.3 Particle Swarm Optimization

Particle swarm optimization has roots in two methodologies. Obvious is its relation to swarm intelligence in general, and to bird flocking, fish schooling, and swarming theory in particular. It is also related to evolutionary computation, and has ties to both genetic algorithms (GA) and evolutionary programming. The system is initialized with a population of random solutions and searches for the optimum solution by updating itself through generations. However, unlike GA, particle swarm optimization (in its standard form) has no evolutionary operators such as crossover and mutation. In particle swarm optimization, the potential solutions, called particles, fly through the problem space by following the current optimum particles [17]. Relationships, similarities and differences between particle swarm optimization and GA are briefly reviewed in [24].

In a particle swarm optimization system, multiple candidate solutions coexist and collaborate simultaneously. Each solution candidate, called a particle, flies in the problem search space (similar to the search process for food of a bird swarm) looking for the optimal position to land. A particle, as time passes through its quest, adjusts its position according to its own experience, as well as according to the experience of neighboring particles [9]. There are two main characteristics
for each particle in a particle swarm optimization algorithm: its position which defines where the particle lies relative to other solutions in the search space; and its velocity which defines the direction and how fast the particle should move to improve its fitness. As in any evolutionary algorithm, the fitness of a particle is a number representing how close that particle is to the optimum point compared to other particles in the search space.

One of the advantages of the particle swarm optimization technique over other social behavior inspired techniques is its implementation simplicity. As there are very few parameters to adjust in a particle swarm optimization approach, it is simpler than other evolutionary techniques.

Two factors characterize the particle’s status in the search space: its position and its velocity. The m-dimensional position for the $i$th particle in the $k$th iteration can be denoted as:

$$ x_i(k) = (x_{i1}(k), x_{i2}(k), ..., x_{im}(k)). $$

Similarly, the velocity (i.e., distance change) is also an m-dimensional vector, for the $i$th particle in the $k$th iteration and can be described as:

$$ v_i(k) = (v_{i1}(k), v_{i2}(k), ..., v_{im}(k)). $$

The particle updating mechanism for a particle can be formulated as in Equation 1 and 2:

$$ v_{id}^{k+1} = w \cdot v_{id}^k + c_1 \cdot r_1 \cdot [p_b - x_{id}^k] + c_2 \cdot r_2 \cdot [g_b - x_{id}^k] $$

$$ x_{id}^{k+1} = x_{id}^k + v_{id}^{k+1} $$

In which $v_{id}^k$, called the velocity for particle $i$ in the $k$th iteration, represents the distance to be travelled by this particle from its current position, $x_{id}^k$ represents the particle position in the $k$th iteration, $p_b$ represents its best previous position (i.e. its experience), and $g_b$ represents the best position among all particles in the population. $r_1$ and $r_2$ are two random functions with a range $[0, 1]$, having similar or different distributions. $c_1$ and $c_2$ are positive constant parameters called acceleration coefficients (which control the maximum step size of the particle). The inertia weight $w$, is a user specified parameter that controls, together with $c_1$ and $c_2$, the impact of previous historical values of particle velocities on its current velocity. A larger inertia weight pressures towards global exploration (searching new area), while a smaller inertia weight pressures towards fine-tuning the current search area. Suitable selection of the inertia weight and acceleration coefficients can provide a balance between the global and the local search. The random values involved, prevent the optimization from being caught in a local optima. A detailed analysis on the effect of parameter selection on the convergence of particle swarm optimization is provided in [42].

3.4 Proposed Approaches

3.4.1 Ant Colony Load Balancing: AntZ

In this section, a new load balancing algorithm which is developed based on the concepts of ant colony optimization is described. This algorithm (AntZ) is developed by merging the idea of how ants cluster objects with their ability to leave
trails on their paths so that it can be a guide for other ants passing their way. We are using the inspiration of how ants are able to cluster objects using an inverse version to spread the jobs in the Grid.

Figure 1, shows the sequential events which occur in the system when a job is submitted to the Grid.

A pseudo-code of the AntZ approach is provided in Algorithm 3.1. AntZ is a distributed algorithm and each ant can be considered as an agent working independently. The pseudo-code addresses the main functions that an ant performs during its life cycle. Collectively, all the ants show the desired behaviour by following these steps.

---

**Fig. 1** Different phases of the AntZ algorithm

As shown in the pseudo-code, when a job is submitted to a local node in the Grid an ant is initialized and starts working. In each iteration, the ant collects the load information of the node it is visiting (`getNodeLoadInformation()`) and adds it to its history. The ant also updates the load information table in the visiting nodes (`localLoadTable.update()`).

When moving to the next node the ant has two choices. One choice is to move to a random node with a probability of mutation rate, `mutRate`. The other choice is to use the load table information in the node to choose where to go. The mutation rate decreases with a `DecayRate` factor as time passes in order that the ant will be more dependent to load information than to random choice. This iterative process...
is repeated until the finishing criteria is met which is a predefined number of steps. Finally, the ant delivers its job to the node and finishes its task.

Ants build up a table in each node, shown in Table 1. This table acts as a pheromone trail an ant leaves while it is moving, in order to guide other ants to choose better paths rather than wandering randomly in the network. Entries of each local table are the nodes that ants have visited on their way to deliver their jobs together with their load information.

Reading the information in the load table in each node and choosing a direction, which is represented as the chooseNextStep() procedure in Algorithm 3.1, the ant uses a simple policy. It chooses the lightest loaded node in the table. The corresponding pseudo-code is provided in Algorithm 3.2. As shown in the algorithm, the ant chooses the lighter node in the table and in case of a tie, the ant chooses one with an equal probability.

Since the number of jobs submitted to the network increases, the ants can take up a huge amount of bandwidth of the network, thus moving ants should be as simple and small-sized as possible. To account for this, instead of carrying the job while the ant is searching for a “light” node, it can simply carry the source node information to which the job was delivered and a unique job id of the source node. Thus, whenever an ant reaches its destination the job can be downloaded from the source as necessary.

**Algorithm 3.1: AntZAlgorithm(MutRate, MaxSteps, DecayRate)**

```
step ← 1
initialize()
while step < MaxSteps
  do
    currentLoad ← getNodeLoadInformation()
    AntHistory.add(currentLoad)
    localLoadTable.update()
    if random() < MutRate
      then nextNode = RandomlyChosenStep()
    else nextNode = chooseNextStep()
    MutRate ← MutRate − DecayRate
    step ← step + 1
    moveTo(nextNode)
  deliverJobToNode()
```

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NodeIp</th>
<th>Load</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>192.168.35.25</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 1** Load table information in nodes
The algorithm has some parameters which can be set according to the specific scheduling requirements (i.e. size of the network, job specifications, etc.). The effect of these parameters and their values on the performance of the algorithms are investigated. One of the parameters is \textit{MaxSteps} which defines how many steps an ant should be moving around until it delivers the assigned job to a node in the Grid. If the ant wanders too much before delivering its job, it causes an increase in the execution time of each job and hence it decreases the performance. On the other hand, if the ant gives up too quickly without moving around then the pheromone (load table information) which it leaves behind decreases, which in turn decreases the performance of the algorithm. In addition, the ant might not have enough time to encounter a good and light node. Thus, all these parameters should be set carefully.

\textbf{Algorithm 3.2: chooseNextStep()}

\begin{verbatim}
bestNode ← currentNode
bestLoad ← currentLoad
for entry ← 1 to n
    if entry.load<bestLoad
        then bestNode ← entry.node
    else if entry.load = bestLoad
        if random.next < probability
            then bestNode ← entry.node

Another effective parameter which influences the performance of the AntZ algorithm is \textit{MutRate}. As the ants are moving and they are using the load table information to decide which way to go, they sometimes randomly choose an arbitrary node in the Grid to move toward to. The probability of choosing their way randomly is controlled by \textit{MutRate}. \textit{MutRate} decreases with a decay rate (\textit{DecayRate}), while the ant is alive and is searching. This parameter (\textit{DecayRate}) can also have an effect on the performance of the AntZ algorithm.

3.4.2 Particle Swarm Optimization: ParticleZ

Using the idea of particle swarm optimization described in Section 3.3, a new approach for balancing the load in the Grid is proposed. In the ParticleZ algorithm, all the nodes in the Grid are considered as a flock or group of swarms and each node in the Grid is a particle in this flock.

Following the analogy from the particle swarm optimization perspective, the position of each node in the flock can be determined by its load. This definition helps as we are actually searching in the load search space and we are trying to minimize the load, so each node in this search space takes a position according to its load. The velocity of each particle and its position can be defined by the load difference the node has compared to its other neighbor nodes. Since the particles are trying to balance the load, they can move toward each other by the changes they make to their position (i.e. load), this change in each particle’s position can
be achieved by exchanging jobs between them. The larger their difference is, the faster they will move toward each other, with a larger velocity.

Figure 2 shows the different phases of the ParticleZ algorithm consisting of a job submission, a queuing, a node communication and a job exchange phase. Taking into account that all nodes are exchanging their loads in parallel, and the dynamic nature of the environment, the network reaches a partial global optima quickly. Thus, each node submits some jobs to one of its neighbors, which has the minimum load among all. If all its neighbors are busier than the node itself, no job is submitted by the current node.

![Different phases of the ParticleZ algorithm](image)

The pseudo-code describing this scenario can be seen in Algorithm 3.3. This is the pseudo-code of each individual particle (resource), which runs the ParticleZ algorithm. As can be seen, if there are any jobs in the queue waiting to be executed the node tries to submit them to a lighter node in its neighborhood, and hence achieves a fair load distribution among resources.

In exchanging load from a heavier loaded node to a lighter loaded node, attention must be paid not to burden the lighter node, so that it exceeds the load of the second lightest node among neighbours. If this happens we are not distributing the load fairly but we are creating a load imbalance. To tackle this problem, we define a threshold variable which defines how much load exchange can happen between nodes. It is calculated by subtracting lightestLoad from secondLightestLoad
among neighbours and the load exchange takes place as long as the velocity is greater than the threshold value.

There are some issues related to the particle swarm optimization which are necessary to be addressed. In the algorithm we propose, a particle only moves toward its best local neighbour, while in the classical particle swarm optimization algorithm particles keep track of their best global solutions so far. The reason we have not included the history of each particle is that we are dealing with a dynamic environment in which the problem being solved is changing all the time as users are submitting new jobs randomly; thus, the global best solution that the particle has seen is most likely not valid anymore in this dynamic environment.

Algorithm 3.3: ParticleZAlgorithm()

```plaintext
sourceLoad ← currentNodeLoad()
while running
do if jobsQueue.size > 0
then
    lightestLoad ← chooseBestNeighbour(sourceLoad)
    secondLightestLoad ← chooseSecondLightestNeighbour(sourceLoad)
    velocity ← sourceLoad − lightestLoad
    threshold ← lightestLoad − secondLightestLoad
    while velocity > threshold
        do
            submitJobs(velocity, destLoad)
            sourceLoad ← currentNodeLoad()
            velocity ← sourceLoad − lightestLoad
        end
```

Equation 3 for updating the velocity of each particle, which was introduced in Section 3.3, takes the following form in our design of ParticleZ:

\[ v_{id}^{k+1} = g_{b} - x_{id}^{k} \]  \( (3) \)

As mentioned earlier, we are dealing with an environment which is changing dynamically (i.e. the search space is changing), thus the use of the past experience of each particle is not useful; therefore, we assign zero to \( c_1 \) in order to omit the effect of the past history of the particle. Also again, because of the dynamicity of the problem, the previous velocity should not effect our decision, therefore we assign a value of zero to \( w \) as well. On the other hand, we want to use neighbour particles to identify and decide which one is better to share the work load with, and therefore, we have used a value of one for \( c_2 \).

In Equation 4, the formula for updating a particle’s position is shown which is the same as the one we introduced in Section 3.3. As mentioned, the position of a particle \( (x_{id}) \) is its load value and it changes while the resource submits jobs to its neighbours.

\[ x_{id}^{k+1} = x_{id}^{k} + v_{id}^{k+1} \]  \( (4) \)
4 Experimental Setup and Results

4.1 GridSim Toolkit

The GridSim toolkit used as the simulation environment is a java-based discrete-event Grid simulation toolkit. The toolkit supports modelling and simulation of heterogeneous Grid resources (time-shared and space-shared), users and application models. It also provides primitives for the creation of application tasks, mapping of tasks to resources, and their management [3].

A time-shared policy refers to a scheduling policy that shares time between running application tasks in a resource. An example of a time-shared policy is the Round Robin scheduling algorithm. In this scheduling scheme, a specific unit of time, called time slice or quantum, is defined. All executing processes are kept in a circular queue. The scheduler goes around this queue, allocating the CPU to each process for a time interval of one quantum. New processes are added to the tail of the queue. When a process is still running at the end of a quantum, the CPU is preempted and the process is added to the tail of the queue. If the process finishes before the end of the quantum, the process itself releases the CPU voluntarily. A disadvantage for this kind of scheduling is that every time a process is allocated to the CPU, a context switch occurs, which adds overhead to the process execution time. In [38][29] the cost of context switching is analyzed in more detail.

On the other hand, a space-shared policy shares space (i.e. cpu space) between application tasks, thus at each time only one application can run on one processing element. Examples of this scheduling policy can be First Come First Served (FCFS), Shortest Job First, etc.

The GridSim toolkit supports the modelling and simulation of a wide range of heterogeneous resources, such as single or multiprocessor, shared and distributed memory machines like PCs, workstations, SMPs (Symmetric Multiprocessing), and clusters with different capabilities and configurations. It can also be used for the modelling and simulation of application scheduling on various classes of parallel and distributed computing systems such as clusters, Grids, and P2P networks.

The following are the reasons why the GridSim toolkit was chosen to simulate and evaluate our scheduling algorithms [3]:

- It allows modelling of heterogeneous types of resources.
- Resource capability can be defined in the form of MIPS (Million Instructions Per Second) and SPEC (Standard Performance Evaluation Corporation) benchmark.
- Application tasks can be heterogeneous and they can be CPU or I/O intensive.
- There is no limit on the number of application jobs that can be submitted to a resource.
- Network speed between resources can be specified.
- It supports simulation of both static and dynamic schedulers.
- Statistics of all or selected operations can be recorded. These statistics can then be further analyzed using GridSim statistics analysis methods.
4.2 System Model

For experimental purposes we assume that the Grid consists of a set of resources connected via different communication links with different speeds. In general, each resource may contain multiple computing nodes (machines), and each computing node (machine) may have a single or multiple Processing Elements (PEs). The computational power or the speed of each processor is defined by the number of Cycles Per Unit Time (CPUT). It is actually the GridSim framework’s ability that provides us with the definition of the computational power of PEs in CPUT.

Generally, each resource may consist of one or several machines and each machine by itself can have one or multiple processing elements. Processors in each computing node can be heterogeneous, thus, they may have different processing power. In our simulations, without loss of generality and to emphasize on the basic ideas of the algorithms, we assume each resource consists of one machine and each machine is equipped with one or several processors (the variations of this random number for experiments are provided later). The processors in the same or different computing nodes have different processing power.

At any one time, a computing node may have background workload associated with it, which will affect the completion time of the Grid jobs assigned. The GridSim provides us with the ability to define the background workload according to historical and statistical information for each node. As such, each resource has a background load associated which is taken from the average load that the resource has experienced at similar times (such as working days or weekends).

4.3 Application Model

For our application model, we assume that tasks which are submitted to the Grid (or the application which is being run) consists of a set of independent tasks with no required order of execution. The tasks are of different computational sizes, meaning each task requires a different computation time and data transmission time for completion. They can also have different input and output size requirements.

The length of each task is presented in Millions of Instructions (MI). Tasks can be classified into one of two categories: data-intensive and computationally intensive tasks. In this research, we are concerned with computationally intensive tasks as they are more common in today’s real life applications and the waste of computational power of resources is more costly than their memory.

4.4 Performance Evaluation Criteria

In this section we define our performance evaluation criteria which are used to evaluate the performance of our algorithms. The criteria include makespan, load, standard deviation and load balancing level. In addition, two classical algorithms for comparison purposes are discussed and used. For all measurements taken, we have used an average of thirty runs in order to balance out small variations.
4.4.1 Makespan

One of the most common measures in evaluating the performance of a load balancing algorithm is measuring the makespan. The makespan is the “total application execution time”. The total application execution time is measured from the time the first job is sent to the Grid, until the last job comes out of the Grid. As we generate gridlets (term defined in GridSim to represent jobs) and topologies randomly, although every simulation yields roughly the same result, each single simulation is different from another one; thus, we have used an average makespan in order to account for realistic conditions.

4.4.2 Load

For each resource in the Grid, the load related to that resource is dependent on the number of jobs which are assigned to the node $n_{jobs}$ by the Grid scheduler and the power of its processing elements $p_i$. Equation 5, shows how the resource load $l_r$ is calculated.

$$l_r = \frac{n_{jobs}}{\sum_{i=1}^{p_i}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (5)

The total load $l$ can be calculated using Equation 6. For the experiments, our aim is to minimize this value. According to this equation when the resource load $l_r$ increases, it results in an increase in the load $l$, and a decrease in $l_r$ decreases $l$. The load $l$ is a value between 0 and 1, where 0 identifies that a resource is not busy and 1 represents a resource being busy.

$$l = 1 - \frac{1}{l_r}$$  \hspace{1cm} (6)

4.4.3 Standard Deviation

One of the aims of a load balancing algorithm is to minimize the variations in workloads on all machines. Regarding this, the standard deviation in workload is often taken as the performance measure of a load balancing algorithm. The smaller the standard deviation, the better the load balancing scheme is. By looking at the changes in the standard deviation of the workload with respect to time, it is easier to visualize the effect of load balancing upon the time of the system [10]. Equation 7, shows the standard deviation of the load in the system.

$$d = \sqrt{\frac{\sum_{i=1}^{n}(\bar{l} - l_i)^2}{n}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (7)

In the equation, $\bar{l}$ is the average load of the system and $l_i$ is the load of the $ith$ resource at each point in time.
4.4.4 Load Balancing Level of the System

We define the load balancing level (LBL) \( b \) of the system to be a measure of how good the load balancing algorithm is. The load balancing level of the system is defined in Equation 8. The most effective load balancing is achieved when \( b \) equals to 100\% which implies that \( d \) should be zero or close to zero.

\[
b = (1 - d) \times 100\% \quad (8)
\]

4.4.5 Comparison Against Classical Approaches

We have implemented two common classical approaches (Random and State Broadcast Algorithm) in order to evaluate the performance of our algorithms and discuss their benefits over classical ones.

The Random approach is a simple scheduling algorithm in which the jobs being sent to the Grid are assigned randomly to different resources. Although, obviously this approach does not make a very good load balancing algorithm but it has some benefits. It poses no decision making overhead on the system and it gives a good benchmark in order to compare and see how our proposed algorithms improve the performance of load balancing compared to a single random assignment.

The other approach we use to evaluate the performance of our proposed algorithms is the State Broadcast Algorithm (SBA). This algorithm is common in networking, whereby the communication system consists of a broadcast medium. As described in Section 2, the algorithm is based on broadcast messages between resources. Whenever the state of a node changes, due to the arrival or departure of a task, the node broadcasts a status message that describes its new state. This information policy enables each node to hold its own updated copy of the System State Vector (SSV) and guarantees that all the copies are identical. When a job is sent to a resource at the time of scheduling, the resource searches through its own state vector to find the best resource available to deliver the job at that particular time. SBA is a good benchmark to evaluate the performance of our algorithms as it resembles central approaches in which the status of the whole Grid is known at the time of scheduling, although being a distributed approach. SBA performs like central approaches, which by nature always outperform distributed ones [46], however, it has its disadvantages which are described later.

4.5 Experimental Results

In order to evaluate the performance of our algorithms we investigate a set of experiments to measure the criteria we introduced in the previous section and also investigate the effect of different values for the parameters of each algorithm. As described earlier, ParticleZ is implemented with a space shared FCFS policy inside the resources and the AntZ is accompanied with a time shared Round-robin policy to schedule the jobs when they are received by a resource. In all the experiments we have compared our algorithms with both the Random and the SBA approach.

The characteristics of the resources we have used as Grid resources are shown in Table 2. There is one machine for each Grid resource and each machine has a
random number of PEs ranging between 1 and 5. Each PE has a different processing power. Without loss of generality, we set the local load factor for resources to be zero; this does not effect the performance measure of the algorithms. Setting it to zero helps us analyze the effect and behaviour of the algorithms better.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of machines per resource</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of PEs per machine</td>
<td>1 - 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PE ratings</td>
<td>10 or 50 MIPS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bandwidth</td>
<td>1,000 or 5,000 B/S</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2 Grid resource characteristics

For the first set of experiments, we compare the makespan of the different algorithms. The values for the different parameters of each algorithm are shown in Table 3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of resources</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of gridlets</td>
<td>1,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ParticleZ link number</td>
<td>149</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AntZ wander number</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AntZ mutation rate</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AntZ decay rate</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3 Scheduling parameters and their values

As said earlier, the gridlets which are sent to the Grid are supposed to be independent of each other. The characteristics of the gridlets sent to the Grid to compare the makespan of different algorithms are shown in Table 4.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Length</td>
<td>0 - 50,000 MI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>File size</td>
<td>100 + (10% to 40%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Output size</td>
<td>250 + (10% to 50%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4 Gridlet Characteristics

Figure 3 shows a comparison between the makespan of the different algorithms with parameter specifications described above. The experimental results show SBA is performing best amongst all. This is expected as the SBA is keeping track of the state of all the resources at each point in time which enables it to make more optimal decisions at each point in time than all the other approaches. After SBA, ParticleZ wins the competition by having the second smallest makespan. Comparing ParticleZ and AntZ with each other, ParticleZ performs better than AntZ by a factor of 1.72; also, ParticleZ performs better than Random-SpaceShared by a factor of 3.42, and AntZ performs better than Random-TimeShared by a factor of 1.83.

One important but hidden drawback that SBA is subjected to is related to the overall cpu cycles and the time it takes for the Grid to execute it. Since there
is a copy of the system state vector in all machines, each machine is using some time and cpu cycles to search the state vector individually in order to schedule each task. This causes a lot of cpu cycles to be wasted, but as we are running a parallel platform this disadvantage can not be observed. This negative effect is shown in Figure 4 and the time shown in this figure shows only the simulation time of each algorithm. As the simulation is measured on a single machine, the effect of parallelism is discarded and SBA, although having a very low makespan, actually takes longer to run and it is because all these wasted seconds can not be seen in the previous figure because of parallelism. This effect is even worse as the number of resources grow in the Grid. Please note that this figure only shows the simulation time and does not count for different job lengths, etc.

Another drawback related to SBA is the number of communications it takes. Figure 5 shows the number of extra communications of each algorithm to achieve the load balancing. For ParticleZ, each communication message a node sends to
its neighbours to acquire their load status and its response, and each job exchange between two resources is considered as communication. For AntZ, each ant taking a step while searching for the best node to deliver the job to, is considered as a communication. Finally for SBA, each broadcast message a resource sends to other resources is considered as communication overhead. The numbers shown in the figure are the average of thirty runs with the same parameter settings as described earlier. As shown in the figure, AntZ has a higher communication overhead compared to ParticleZ. Obviously, the other two random approaches have no communication overhead at all, thus, they are not shown in the figure. SBA has the highest number of communications by a factor of around 1300. This large number of communications can be a bottleneck for the network and in scenarios with congested networks the probability of messages being lost increases.

![Number of Communications](image)

**Fig. 5** Communication overhead related to each algorithm

In the next experiment we investigate how fair each of the algorithms is. Table 5 shows the load balancing level of the system described earlier in Equation 8 along with their standard deviation from several runs. The closer the value approaches 100%, the better the load balancing level of the algorithms is. It means that the load is spread more fairly among all the resources. According to the experimental results both ParticleZ and SBA have the best load balancing levels. AntZ along with the other random approaches ranks third in spreading the load uniformly among resources.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithm</th>
<th>Average LBL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ParticleZ-SpaceShared</td>
<td>81±2.09%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SBA</td>
<td>80±0.47%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Random-SpaceShared</td>
<td>67±1.29%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AntZ-TimeShared</td>
<td>65±0.70%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Random-TimeShared</td>
<td>62±0.96%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 5** Average load balancing level of the system for different algorithms
In the next set of experiments we investigate the effect of increasing the number of jobs on the performance of the algorithms. Thus, we keep a fixed number of resources and run the experiments while we increase the number of jobs being sent to the Grid. The specifications and parameter settings of the algorithms and the system are listed in Tables 2 to 4.

As can be seen in Figure 6, all the algorithms show a linear growth in response to the increasing number of jobs. However, SBA along with the proposed approaches show a much slower growth compared to the random approaches. Among them, ParticleZ and SBA are quite close to each other. Table 6 shows each algorithm with its prediction trend line for a 100 node Grid. As can be seen, ParticleZ and SBA have smaller slopes among all other approaches.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithm</th>
<th>Prediction trend line (in seconds)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SBA</td>
<td>762.3 * n_{jobs} + 808.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ParticleZ-TimeShared</td>
<td>906.7 * n_{jobs} + 1782</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AntZ-TimeShared</td>
<td>2478 * n_{jobs} + 1291</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Random-TimeShared</td>
<td>5518 * n_{jobs} + 291.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Random-SpaceShared</td>
<td>6069 * n_{jobs} - 1419</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6 Predicting execution time based on number of jobs

In Figure 7, we investigate the effect of increasing the length of jobs on the performance of the algorithms. Length of the jobs is defined in Millions of Instructions (MIs) in GridSim. Parameter settings to run this experiment are the same as described in Table 2 to 4. We increase the length of the gridlets by adding 250,000 MIs at each step and investigate its effect on the makespan. The numbers at the bottom of the figure show the execution time for each algorithm. As can be seen the
growth is linear for all the approaches and the results show the best performance is achieved by both the ParticleZ and the SBA algorithm. AntZ ranks third and the other two random approaches as expected do not respond well to the larger lengths of gridlets but for small gridlet lengths they can perform comparably to others.

Figure 7 shows how increasing the number of resources, while keeping the same number of jobs being sent to the Grid constant, decreases the performance of the Grid in terms of an increase in execution time. In this experiment, 3,000 jobs are sent to the Grid with varying number of resources, and as can be seen increasing the number of resources has a decreasing effect on the execution time. ParticleZ and SBA are performing better when we have a small number of resources (50) and a large number of jobs compared to the number of resources (3,000). As the number of resources increases the performance, the difference between the algorithms decreases.

One of the very interesting performance questions which arises in a distributed algorithm like AntZ and ParticleZ is: how do the algorithms respond if all the jobs are injected from a single point in the Grid? From the AntZ’s perspective it will take longer to build the load table information, and from the ParticleZ’s perspective it will have a negative effect as the jobs will need more time to be spread evenly. We have investigated this effect to see how much it will slow down or have a negative effect on the performance of the algorithms.

The random approaches obviously perform very poorly if we send all jobs to one node. Figure 9 shows AntZ copes better than ParticleZ in response to all the jobs being sent to one node in the Grid. The reason lies in the mutation factor which is incorporated inside AntZ. With the mutation, an ant moves randomly from time to time which helps to build up the load tables more quickly to overcome the negative effect. It can be inferred from the figure, that ParticleZ’s performance decreases by a factor of 2.4 for a one hundred node network with gridlets of a
length between 0 and 50,000. On the other hand, AntZ’s performance decreases by a factor of 1.36 in the same scenario setting.

In analyzing the performance of the introduced algorithms one characteristic that is of importance in real world scenarios is how each algorithm responds to different heterogeneity of jobs and resources. Figure 10 shows a comparison of different makespans for both high and low resource heterogeneity as well as high and low job heterogeneity. In this analysis high resource heterogeneity is simulated by each resource having a random number of PEs between 1 and 20. The low resource heterogeneity is defined by having the number of PEs between 1 and 5. High job heterogeneity is simulated by having the length of the gridlets between 0 and 500,000 MIs, while low job heterogeneity refers to the condition in which gridlet lengths are between 40,000 to 50,000 MIs.
By analyzing the results in Figure 10 we can see when both resource heterogeneity and job heterogeneity are low, ParticleZ outperforms all the other approaches. SBA performs very close to ParticleZ, while the AntZ ranks third.

We can see a similar trend in high job heterogeneity with low resource heterogeneity. In high resource heterogeneity SBA outperforms all other approaches with both high and low job heterogeneity, however, ParticleZ is very close to SBA in terms of performance. The other three approaches have higher execution times.

4.6 AntZ Parametric Measurement Effects

Now that we have a good understanding of how good the algorithms work in comparison to each other and with different parameter settings, we investigate algorithm-specific performance measures and their effect on the algorithms in the next set of experiments.

First, we investigate the effect of wandering steps on the performance of the AntZ algorithm. We have a one hundred node Grid with one thousand jobs being sent to the Grid. Figure 11 shows that as we increase the number of steps an ant wanders until it delivers the job to its destination, the makespan of the algorithm improves, but this increase is larger at the beginning but later on the rate drops to a great extent until it becomes stable.

After about 5 or 6 steps the increase in wandering steps does not seem to have an effect on the performance of the algorithm. The reason behind this phenomenon is that although increasing the number of wandering steps seems to have a positive effect on the performance of the algorithm as tables are updated more frequently and ants have more time to decide which way to go; but on the other hand, it increases the delay before the jobs are being delivered to the resources and this delay has a negative effect on the performance.

Figure 12, shows how increasing the number of wandering steps can effect the communication overhead, which is introduced to the system. The figure shows that while we increase the wandering steps, the communication overhead also increases linearly.

In another experiment we measure how different values of the decay rate can effect the performance of the AntZ algorithm. As you remember, while the ant is moving we decrease its mutation rate by a factor; this factor is called the decay.
rate. By running this experiment we can find out what the best decay rate for a set of specific attributes of a Grid and its jobs is. The results are shown in Figure 13. For the set of attributes we have, 0.2 is the best decay rate while the mutation rate is set to be 0.5 for this experiment.

4.7 ParticleZ Parametric Measurement Effects

In the next set of experiments we measure the effect of different ParticleZ parameter settings on the performance of this algorithm. One of the parameters which can effect the performance of ParticleZ is the number of links that connect resources together. As each particle (resource) communicates with its neighbours to find the lightest node, the number of neighbours can effect the performance of the algorithm.

Figure 14 shows the effect of increasing the number of links and the connectivity of the resources on ParticleZ's makespan. Although it is better to communicate with more resources before exchanging jobs, however, it is not always good as communicating with more resources has an extra time overhead associated, which prevents a significant improvement in the performance of the system.
Figure 15 shows the effect of increasing the number of links on the communication overhead of the ParticleZ algorithm. As can be seen in the figure, it has a linear growth with an increasing number of links.

4.8 Summary and Discussion of Results

Analyzing the results show that SBA has the smallest makespan among all and ParticleZ performs better than AntZ in this regard. Although SBA has the smallest makespan among all the approaches, comparing its simulation time with others reveals that there are many computational activities going on in parallel in all machines to execute SBA, which although it does not effect the overall makespan, it increases the computational complexity for the overall Grid, and therefore, makes SBA the worst approach among all in terms of computational complexity.

Comparing the number of communications each algorithm is concerned with, SBA shows the largest growth in communications compared to the other two approaches, whereby ParticleZ involves the smallest number of communications among all.
ParticleZ also wins the competition among all other approaches regarding the “fairness” measure, as it has the highest load balancing level amongst all other approaches.

Looking at the scalability of the algorithms, all approaches show a linear growth in response to an increase in the number of jobs. ParticleZ and SBA have the smallest gradient and are very close to each other, AntZ ranks third.

Regarding an increase in the length of jobs, all approaches show a linear increase; however, ParticleZ along with SBA are best among all. Furthermore, an increase in the number of resources decreases the makespan.

Overall, ParticleZ proves to perform slightly better than AntZ in many regards. On the other hand, looking at the results it shows that ParticleZ has most of the advantages of SBA without having its disadvantages. However, there is one drawback associated with ParticleZ. When jobs are sent to the Grid and are submitted to one or a small number of resources and are not spread throughout the Grid, ParticleZ’s performance decreases more than AntZ’s performance. The reason is the mutation factor incorporated within AntZ, which makes it better to deal with such situations.

We also investigated several algorithm-related parametric effects for both the AntZ and ParticleZ algorithms. We investigated the effect of different wandering steps on the execution time and the communication overhead of the AntZ algorithm. The results show as we increase the number of wandering steps the performance of the AntZ improves, but there is a limit to this improvement after which the performance remains the same, although the number of wandering steps is increased. We also studied the effect of different decay rates on the performance of the AntZ and identified the best decay rate for our simulation setting.

For the ParticleZ algorithm, we investigated the effect of different link numbers on both the execution time and the communication overhead of the algorithm. The communication overhead grows linearly by increasing the number of links while the makespan decreases.
5 Conclusion

In this research we have investigated the use of swarm intelligence inspired techniques in designing distributed Grid load balancing algorithms. Specifically, we have taken inspiration from social insect systems and sociological behaviour of birds and school of fishes.

The contributions of the designed algorithms (AntZ and ParticleZ) can be categorized as follows: (1) Many centralized load balancing approaches have been developed and applied to the Grid, even those with inspiration taken from swarm intelligence techniques such as genetic algorithms and Tabu search, however, the centralized approaches have many drawbacks as we previously mentioned. Research using swarm intelligence techniques for distributed load balancing has only started to be investigated. (2) Although a variety of ant colony inspired approaches have been used for distributed load balancing, there is no comparison of these approaches with any other distributed swarm intelligence technique. In this research, we compared the performance of the ant colony approach with another swarm intelligence technique, particle swarm optimization. We performed measurements to compare the two algorithms in order to identify which are more effective and under which conditions. We also compared the performance of the algorithms with other classical techniques. (3) Particle swarm optimization has been used to address the problem of centralized load balancing [1] [9] [34], but it has never been used for distributed load balancing in a dynamic environment such as the Grid. (4) Most of the research and experimental results, especially in the area of distributed load balancing and ant colony, have used their own developed infrastructure to simulate the performance of their approaches, thus the question remains how well they would perform in a real world environment. We have used a real world simulation platform, GridSim, which provides us with reliable results by allowing evaluations to be done under realistic conditions.

This research investigated two different approaches (Ant Colony and particle swarm inspired algorithms) for developing load balancing algorithms and it shows the benefits of swarm intelligence techniques in the distributed Grid load balancing domain. Furthermore, it shows, although particle swarm optimization has not been used widely in designing distributed load balancing algorithms, it performs quite well and it even outperforms the ant colony approach in many scenarios. One of the important characteristics of the designed algorithms compared to central approaches is their responsiveness to scalability of the Grid. In centralized approaches, an increase in the number of resources in the Grid can always be a problem as the information of all the resources has to be kept and known at all time but our distributed approaches work quite well with a large number of resources and jobs. This disadvantage was seen by running the SBA simulations with a large number of resources and examining the simulation time.

The advantages of our proposed algorithms can be summarized as follows: 1) Looking at the simulation results, the algorithms show good performance results and optimized resource utilization. 2) The algorithms have proved to be “fair” compared to a random and SBA approach. ParticleZ has a load balancing level of 81%, SBA has a load balancing level of 80%, AntZ achieves a load balancing level of 65% and the random approaches have a load balancing level close to 65%. 3) Both ParticleZ and AntZ are flexible approaches in dealing with the changes that happen in the Grid. 4) Both proposed approaches are distributed in nature. As
the algorithms have taken inspiration from sociological systems being distributed is an inherent part and we used this ability in designing the approaches. 5) Both algorithms are very simple which is a benefit for a distributed system. In the AntZ approach, the ants which have to move among resources to find the best resource to deliver the job to, are very small in size and perform small computations in each resource. The ParticleZ has also simple computations as it only sends small messages and has to choose the lightest resource amongst all neighbour resources. 6) Looking at the scalability of the algorithms they show linear growth in response to both an increase in the number of jobs and an increase in the length of jobs.

In conclusion, we can say classical approaches such as Random and SBA, although suitable for small sized networks, are not efficient for large Grids.

6 Future Work

The algorithms in their current state do not address the problem of dynamic resource failure in the Grid. A mechanism should be in place that prevents gridlet loss while any resource in the Grid shuts down. Another issue which is worth considering is the special scenario when all resources in the Grid are too busy to take new jobs on. The question arises what should be done with new jobs are being submitted to the Grid. Another issue worth considering is that although we have simulated the algorithms within a simulation framework similar to a real world scenario; it may still need some small modification, for example, we have not considered issues related to security in this research. One of the steps which can be taken toward adding security is limiting ants from performing different actions in different resources.

One of the important issues in large-scale Grids and peer-to-peer systems is resource failures and the robustness of the system. As the size of the Grids is continually increasing, the probability of resource failures also increases. As such, developing fault tolerant algorithms which are able to deal with these failures are gaining more and more attention. Failures which happen in a Grid environment can be divided into two categories.

A resource may shutdown manually, thus, it can send a notice message or perform some additional steps before shutting down. Or the resources may fail suddenly without any notice. Thus, we need to incorporate a mechanism to deal with both cases of resource failures in our system without effecting jobs submitted by users.

The ParticleZ algorithm can deal with failures more easily. At the time a resource wants to share its workload with other resources, it simply sends a message and queries about its available neighbours, therefore, whenever a resource breaks down it is automatically eliminated from this process. Thus, in case of ParticleZ, a message sent to the user about the uncompleted jobs would suffice.

However, when a resource fails without further notice the situation is more complex. One possible solution is the following. When a job is sent to the Grid by a user, the worst case execution time will be estimated for that job. This predicted time represents the worst case in which the user must have received the results of its job submission. An event is then scheduled for the predicted time. At this specific time, the user will check whether the job result was returned; if
the job result has already come back successfully, no further actions will be taken; otherwise, the job will be resubmitted and the whole process repeats.

Another important issue is to pay attention that the nodes may not be dedicated nodes in the Grid, and each may have their own background workload. Thus, the local load of each resource should be incorporated in the load calculation equation which effects the decision making of the algorithms accordingly.

In this research we have simulated the proposed algorithms with a simulation platform developed for the Grid, and the results proved to be promising. The next step would be to apply the algorithms in a real world Grid or incorporate the algorithm in existing Grid toolkits such as the Sun Grid Engine or Globus toolkit to confirm the simulation measurement results.
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